
 Purple Patch live and on-demand coached sessions are immersive, self-contained 
 experiences that help you execute workouts as intended for optimized training results. 

 WHAT YOU’LL NEED 

 For ALL sessions: 
 ●  Device with screen and stable internet connection 
 ●  Fuel / Hydration:  stay consistent in your supporting  habits! 
 ●  Heart rate monitor: not required, but strongly recommended 

 For LIVE and LIVE+VOD sessions: 
 ●  Zoom installed on your device 
 ●  Camera, so the instructor can see you 
 ●  Headphones/headset/earbuds with microphone - optional 

 (required if you want to join the voice chat in a LIVE+VOD 
 session) 

 For BIKE sessions: 
 ●  Indoor bike setup: smart or basic trainer, spin bike, or Peloton 

 (Smart trainer highly recommended) 

 For STRENGTH sessions: 
 ●  Kettlebell/hand weight 
 ●  Full-size resistance bands 
 ●  Mini resistance bands 

 INSTRUCTIONS AND SETUP 

 1.  GETTING STARTED 
 2.  STRENGTH SESSIONS: SETUP 
 3.  BIKE SESSIONS: SETUP FOR SMART TRAINERS 
 4.  BIKE SESSIONS: SETUP FOR BASIC TRAINERS/SPIN BIKES 

 5.  BIKE SESSIONS: CONNECTIONS, TIPS, AND TROUBLESHOOTING 



 GETTING STARTED 

 ●  Keep the details handy  : put your bike power zones, strength training weights used, etc 
 on a whiteboard or in a notebook nearby. 

 ●  Position your screen correctly: 
 ○  For BIKE: at or slightly below where the horizon line would be if you were 

 outside; close enough that you can comfortably see the details 
 ○  For STRENGTH: Close enough to see details; placed so you can see the screen 

 during both standing and on-the-floor movements 

 ●  If joining a LIVE or LIVE+VOD class  , position your camera for optimal real-time 
 coaching: directly in front or to the side, with your full body in view as much as possible. 
 Try to avoid having bright windows/lights immediately behind you (they will silhouette 
 you).  REMEMBER: always prioritize ergonomics over getting yourself perfectly in view! 

 SETUP: STRENGTH SESSIONS 

 Here are a few items you’ll want to have handy, and some helpful tips for setting up your space: 

 ●  Equipment:  this will always be listed in the workout itself. If the workout calls for a 
 resistance band anchored to an object, a doorknob works great. 

 ●  A wall mirror  is a great help for monitoring your form. 

 ●  Footwear and flooring:  You want to be able to balance  and feel the connection with the 
 floor, but still provide impact absorption and relative comfort when kneeling or standing. 
 Wear minimalist footwear, socks, or go barefoot. Train on firm, shock-absorbent surfaces 
 like rubber exercise flooring, cork, a yoga mat, or level ground outside. 



 SETUP: BIKE SESSIONS ON A SMART TRAINER 

 THE “WHY” BEHIND THE ERG+VIDEO SMART TRAINER SETUP 

 Zwift and TrainerRoad are great tools, but should  not  be used for live/VOD workouts.  Instead, 
 you’ll use your trainer’s app in ERG MODE to control your power.  This provides you a “best 
 of both worlds” setup: 

 ●  ERG mode allows you to narrow your focus... 
 ○  ERG is a bit like using a snorkel in the pool: by “eliminating” some task (like 

 turning your head to breathe, or trying to stay within range of a target power), you 
 can dedicate more laser-focused attention to some  other  element of your 
 technique, making each session much more effective. 

 ●  …but staying in the driver’s seat allows you to hone your “inner animal” and 
 maximize training yield. 

 ○  When you “set it and forget it”, you dramatically limit the flexibility to stretch 
 yourself physically and mentally, or scale back if needed. It’s also easy to get 
 distracted with game mechanics or TrainerRoad graphs and end up checking 
 work emails or social media. With our recommended setup, you get the benefits 
 of ERG while remaining connected and present in the session itself.  Controlling 
 your own power keeps you adaptable and accountable to your body’s feedback. 
 This directly translates to better performance overall. 

 ●  There’s the technical element, too. 
 ○  It’s difficult to consistently hit the right power/RPM combinations due to limitations 

 in bike gearing and/or virtual geography of Zwift. 
 ○  You can’t change your power as easily. While there are options to shift the bias 

 up or down in programs like Zwift, they’re inherently limited and clunky, especially 
 for short, intense, end-of-range work like our Big Bang sets. 

 ○  We can’t embed the kind of extensive coaching cues and in-depth feedback into 
 Zwift or TrainerRoad that we can into a live or VOD session. 

 ○  ERG mode in your app tends to be faster and more responsive than ERG in 
 third-party apps. 



 HOW TO RUN A SESSION WITH YOUR SMART TRAINER IN ERG MODE 

 1.  Turn on your smart trainer 
 2.  Open the trainer’s app on your phone 
 3.  Make sure the trainer is linked/paired 
 4.  Make sure any other devices (heart rate monitor, cadence sensor etc) are paired 
 5.  Start an ERG MODE workout 
 6.  Use the plus and minus buttons to control your trainer’s power as prescribed 
 7.  Stop and save workout (syncing ability varies from brand to brand) 

 A few important notes about trainer brands: 
 ●  Wahoo and Tacx  include apps that can control the trainers effectively in ERG mode. 
 ●  Saris/Cycleops  has an app, but it’s not great. If you have a Saris smart trainer, you 

 might try the  Wahoo  app instead (it’s free and your Saris trainer will pair with it). 
 ●  Elite  has a paid/subscription app, but you can usually control an Elite trainer with the 

 free Wahoo app, or via a Wahoo bike computer. 
 ●  Kinetic  smart trainers rarely have manual control options. If using a Kinetic, you will 

 unfortunately need to use our powerfiles with an app like Zwift/TrainerRoad (note that 
 our powerfiles will not line up beat for beat with VOD/live sessions). Some Kinetic 
 trainers may be able to be manually controlled by certain bike computers. 

 Here’s how to set up your app for a smart trainer: 



 ●  Make sure trainer appears under “LINKED SENSORS” in Workout screen 
 ●  Set workout type to “KICKR” 
 ●  Click “START WORKOUT” 
 ●  Swipe right to the very last screen and click “erg” near the top 

 ●  Make sure the trainer appears with a green light in top right corner of screen 
 ●  Click green “START POWER” button 
 ●  Optional:  Click blue “START NOW” button on bottom  of next screen 

 (required  only  to save workout history in Tacx  app itself) 



 ●  Click “ERG MODE” in app 
 ●  Note: watts/cadence may not display accurately until you start pedaling 

 SETUP: BIKE SESSIONS ON A BASIC TRAINER, PELOTON, 
 OR SPIN BIKE 

 If you are using an indoor bike setup that is not controlled by external software, you will be 
 relying on the resistance adjustments available on your trainer/bike, along with gear changes. 

 ●  Always make sure your trainer is calibrated, and your tire is at a consistent 
 pressure, to ensure accuracy. 

 ●  You may not be able to nail the exact combination of RPM and power/intensity 
 prescribed, depending on your specific setup or bike gearing 

 ●  Even if you can’t nail the exact prescription, or don’t have a way to measure power or 
 cadence, that’s okay!  Prioritize rhythm and intent: 

 ●  Use the coaching cues to guide your intensity level and zone 
 ●  Use a heart rate monitor if you have one and go by HR zones 
 ●  If you don’t have a cadence sensor, just match the instructor’s leg speed 
 ●  Aim to hit the focus and intent of the workout (e.g. if it’s a low-RPM, SE-focused 

 bike session, focus on trying to get as close as possible to the cadence 
 prescribed, even if your power/effort is slightly off) 



 TIPS AND TROUBLESHOOTING 

 If you can’t find your device in the app, are having issues pairing it, or it doesn’t seem to be 
 controlling the watts/resistance properly: 

 ●  Make sure your device is correctly paired.  For details  on how to pair your trainer to 
 the app for the first time, keep scrolling. 

 ●  Make sure you have the latest firmware and software installed  . You can usually 
 check this in the “settings” tab in your trainer’s app. 

 ●  Wait, and wake up.  With Wahoo in particular, you may need to wait 15+ seconds for 
 sensors to connect. We recommend pedaling for several moments and making sure the 
 data begins showing on the “linked sensors” section of the initial Workout screen 
 because you actually click the “Start Workout” button. Conversely, if your trainer has 
 been idling for more than a minute or two, you may need to pedal for 10-15 seconds to 
 wake things back up (this is especially true for cadence sensors). 

 ●  Simplify your connections.  Trainers communicate either  via Bluetooth or ANT+. You 
 might have reached the limit of connections, your trainer might be trying to connect to 
 the wrong device, another connection may be blocking it, or you might be trying to 
 connect to two devices at once. (For example, your app may be able to see your trainer, 
 but your trainer isn’t responding because it’s waiting for instructions from a nearby 
 computer running Zwift. Or your heart rate monitor is trying to connect with both your 
 phone and your Garmin watch.) 

 ○  Try to  ONLY  connect your trainer and phone to each other: turn off other devices, 
 unplug extra ANT+ dongles, tell your phone to “forget” other connections in its 
 Bluetooth settings, and/or unpair your trainer, HRM, or phone from: 

 ■  Nearby device you normally run Zwift/TrainerRoad on 
 ■  Heart rate monitors, smartwatches, and other wearables/sensors 
 ■  Bike computers 
 ■  Bluetooth headphones or speakers 
 ■  Other nearby devices that connect to the trainer (like a spouse’s phone!) 

 ○  Make sure your phone is connected to  the correct trainer 
 ○  Make sure  nobody else  nearby has a device connected  to the trainer (e.g. your 

 spouse’s phone) 

 ●  When all else fails: reset, reconnect, and/or reinstall:  Go into the bike trainer’s app 
 and unpair/forget all devices (you may only have the bike trainer itself listed). Exit the 
 app and turn off the trainer. Then, turn your trainer back on and re-pair it in the app. You 
 can also completely uninstall the app and reinstall/re-pair the trainer. 

 Still having issues? Email us at  info@purplepatchfitness.com  and we’ll be happy to help!  Please 
 note that we may not be able to troubleshoot every trainer on the market, and that some have 
 known limitations or bugs - but we’ll still do our best :) 

mailto:info@purplepatchfitness.com


 HOW TO PAIR YOUR SMART TRAINER 

 ●  Download the Wahoo app to your phone or tablet if you don’t already have it installed, 
 and then open the app. On the main screen, select “KICKR” for the profile, and then 
 Click “Pair or Link Sensors”  (A).  Make sure your trainer  is on! 

 ●  On the next screen, click “Add New Sensor” and then “Quickly Pair A New Sensor”  (B) 
 ●  You’ll see a Bluetooth icon pulse for a moment. Once your sensor appears, click it  (C) 
 ●  Click “Save Sensor” to pair the device, then return to the main Workout screen  (D) 

 A  B  C  D 

 Note:  To use your Tacx trainer in erg mode, make sure  that your trainer is 
 not connected to Zwift as a “controllable” device on the pairing screen. 

 ●  Download the Tacx app to your phone or tablet if you don’t already have it installed, and 
 then open the app  (A)  .  Make sure your trainer is on! 

 ●  When the app opens, pair your trainer with the app. Select “Connect Trainer” in the 
 upper righthand corner  (B) 

 ●  Locate your trainer on the pairing screen and tap on it to pair it  (C) 
 ●  Once you have paired your trainer, the icons next to it will appear green. Select the back 

 arrow to return to the main screen  (D) 



 A  B  C  D 


